IT Portfolio Advisory Services
for Increasing Your IT Purchasing Power
Are you facing financial challenges and accounting obstacles
associated with a broad portfolio of technology assets?
Oracle finance experts provide IT Portfolio Advisory Services to help you increase
IT purchasing power, so you can leverage your existing IT asset portfolio
to acquire the additional technology solutions you need today.

Offering Solutions for:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Technology Refresh
Budget Reclassification
Systems Extension or Redeployment
Trade-in and Rollovers
Asset Disposition
Purchase Capacity Enhancement

How Oracle Helps
Financial Refresh
Your total cost of ownership may be much lower with a refreshed hardware infrastructure.
Greater processing power, smaller footprint, lower energy consumption, and reduced support
costs all add up to substantial advantages for your entire IT operation.
Oracle offers solutions like sale-leaseback and credit-back structures to optimize balance sheet
and income statement considerations for both hardware and software assets, so you can
turn accounting constraints into acquisition tools.

Portfolio Leverage
If you are currently making payments under an Oracle finance or lease agreement, you have
the unique opportunity to extend payment terms, even using the same payment amount
and frequency, to create new spending power.
Oracle offers solutions like lease rollover or consolidation options, so you can refresh technology
that hasn’t yet reached end of accounting or service life.

Asset Extension, Redeployment, Retirement
An asset’s accounting book life rarely matches its ultimate use and service term. And the retirement
of hardware systems comes with a range of regulatory requirements, data security considerations,
environmental concerns, and other issues.
Oracle offers a range of solutions for extending or redeploying IT systems. With Trade-in and Upgrade
Allowance Programs, Oracle provides value for your aging infrastructure, from cash payments to
discount based on fair market value. These programs can assist with the cost of upgrading your
systems, further offsetting the remaining book value of your existing assets.

CREATE BUYING LEVERAGE FROM YOUR IT PORTOLIO TODAY
Get Started

Learn More

Email: OracleFinancing_ww_grp@oracle.com.

www.oracle.com/financing
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